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PETIQUE, INC. REVEALS FOUR NEW, HOT ADDITIONS AT GLOBAL PET EXPO
From non-toxic pet carriers to eco-friendly pet houses, Petique, Inc. will be showcasing their newest innovative and high-quality pet products at Global Pet Expo from February 26-28 in Orlando, Florida at Booth #2275.

[ORLANDO, FL – February 26, 2020] – Petique, Inc. is exhibiting four new innovative, non-toxic and high-quality pet products to Global Pet Expo on February 26-28 in Orlando, FL. Get privileged access to sneak a peek at four of Petique, Inc.’s, best known for their non-toxic and eco-friendly pet products, latest and unique pet products: Newport Pet Stroller, Feline Villa Cat House, Capsule Pet Carrier and Rover Pet Carrier.

Newport Pet Stroller – Desert Rose
The Newport Pet Stroller, in Desert Rose, is a 3-in-1 luxury travel system that makes traveling with pets effortless. Its unique, durable frame and detachable basinet design will make you feel like your strolling down the streets of Paris. Featuring a spacious interior, the luxurious Newport Pet Stroller provides a smooth and enjoyable experience for pets of any kind. Pets who are handicapped, elderly or have anxiety, will especially benefit from this pet stroller as they will feel secure and comfortable while traveling in the well-ventilated pet stroller.

Feline Villa Cat House
The Feline Villa Cat House is perfect for multiple cats, especially cats who like their own personal space. Acting as a luxury apartment for cats, Petique, Inc.’s long-lasting and eco-friendly cardboard pet houses are designed to reduce stress and anxiety, which is why cats are naturally drawn to them. The Feline Villa is a cat’s cardboard dream! Sustainable and completely non-toxic, cat owners can breathe a sigh of relief knowing that their cats will be able to sleep and groom their claws without worrying about harsh chemicals inside most cardboards.

**Capsule and Rover Pet Carrier**
The Capsule and Rover Pet Carrier are meant for pet owners with “fun-sized” pets, such as bunnies and gerbils, to conveniently take their pets on the go. No longer will pet owners have to worry about winning “Worst Pet Owner of the Year”. Neglecting pets will be a worry of the past when the thoughtful design behind the Capsule and Rover Pet Carrier allows pet owners to take their pets out where the sun shines! No longer will small pets be cooped up inside their homes or cages. They can enjoy venturing out into the world in their well-ventilated pet carriers made just for them!

Be sure to stop by Petique, Inc.’s booth, #2275, at this year’s Global Pet Expo from February 26-28 in Orlando, FL to get the exclusive first-look on four of Petique, Inc.’s newest, high-quality pet products: Newport Pet Stroller, Feline Villa Cat House, Capsule Pet Carrier and Rover Pet Carrier.

**About Petique, Inc.**
Petique, Inc. is a women owned business specializing in non-toxic pet supplies and consumables that help your dogs, cats, and small animals live a longer and healthier life. As pet owners we share a passion in creating a safe, healthy, and fun environment for our furry family members. We strive to create high quality pet products that conserve our ecological resources when possible, while avoiding depletion of natural resources. Our mission is to provide non-toxic pet products for your dogs, cats, and small animals to help them live a longer and healthier life, while helping our planet become a cleaner place to live in for you and our future generations. We have over 30 years of experience in manufacturing, product development, and design. Whether it's developing eco-friendly and non-toxic items, reliable travel gear, or innovative toys, Petique, Inc. delivers products you and your pets can enjoy for years to come. Learn more at: [https://www.petique.com/](https://www.petique.com/)

**Connect Socially**
- Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/PetiquePets/](https://www.facebook.com/PetiquePets/)
- Instagram: [https://www.instagram.com/petiquepets/](https://www.instagram.com/petiquepets/)
- Twitter: [https://twitter.com/petiquepets](https://twitter.com/petiquepets)
- Pinterest: [https://www.pinterest.com/PetiquePets/](https://www.pinterest.com/PetiquePets/)
- YouTube: [https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKsE28YmQFFe5I12SCN-1-Q](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKsE28YmQFFe5I12SCN-1-Q)